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Abstract: This is a unique article that expresses the idea of unification theory and unification of basic forces. Depending on the
truth that ‘every particle feels the force of gravity according to its mass or energy’ (Hawking, 1996) and spherical N-dimension of
geometry by Riemann, it is observed how gravitation as a long range virtual particle spherically interacts with short range forces
lying in inertia of mass in the earth and the other planets and form unified force to control the universe with spherical motion.
Without mutual interaction of the four basic forces, gravitation and unified force is impossible. Unified force creates spherical
geometry that incorporates two dimensional, three dimensional, four dimensional and curved geometry by single dimension. As
‘unified theory that would include all these partial theories (Hawking, 1996), so it can describe all physical laws. The basic forces
are virtual but the reactions are visible as the planets have spherical movement etc. (Vide: Different sections of the article).
Keywords: Unification Theory, Unified Force, Spherical Motion, N-Dimensions, Single Dimension

1. Introduction
Newton formulated law of gravitation in 1687 and
afterward people began to think that gravitation controls the
universe. But this article expresses that gravitation alone
cannot control the universe without the help of unified force
and we may call this unified force is also a great force. Though
quantum mechanics derives from theoretical physics but it has
its own domain, thus unification theory is proved here by both
the theories that one cannot refuse the other. Einstein first
initiated unification theory in theoretical physics and
afterward in quantum mechanics. In theoretical physics
‘Einstein wished to relate all the properties of matter in a
unified field theory’(Strathern, 1997). Again Einstein as one
of the father of quantum mechanics though differs with
Heisenberg, Schrödinger and Dirac in dual principle; he tried
to formulate unified force in quantum mechanics. In quantum
mechanics ‘Einstein’s main scientific interest was in
developing a unified theory, an attempt to explain both gravity
and electromagnetism in one mathematical package’-(White
and Gribbin, 2005)2. Einstein failed to succeed in both the
attempts because we find in Schwarzschild solution that
Einstein used Euclidean type of zero tensors in his metric
(vide: Einstein’s law of gravitation).
It is need less to write the definition and importance of
unification theory because physicists want to know how the

universe is working by the unified force. We may call unified
force is a great force though it is created by four basic forces of
quantum mechanics and some properties of matter of
theoretical physics. The two systems are interdependent in
quest of unification theory. The main aspect of the study of
unified force is to know the techniques it uses to control the
universe and how to utilize these techniques for the wellbeing
of mankind. To fulfill the genius of two categories of
physicists like theoretical and quantum, unification theory is
solved here keeping in view both sides. Matter has some
inbuilt quality known as property. No doubt, basic forces are
properties of matter. At first four basic forces of quantum
mechanics such as gravitation, electromagnetic, weak and
strong nuclear forces form unified force and in theoretical
physics these four properties of matter also creates unified
force and in both the cases some extra properties such as
radius of circle, cyclic frequency, mass of the body and time
join unified force to make it workable. This theory is
explained here two ways: first, how unification theory is
solved by quantum mechanics as well as by theoretical
physics interdependently. Secondly, what is the trend of
physics and mathematics from ancient Greek to the present
days and how far this progress favors or disfavors unification
theory.
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2. Unified Force
Unification theory is expressed here by both the theories
interdependently that one group may not refuse the other. It is
possible because both the theories meet in the elementary
level. ‘Einstein wished to relate all the properties of matter in a
unified field theory’ (Strathern, 1997). Einstein found that
space-time is curved and gravitation is also curved and they
curve all motions. But he could not succeed in his attempts.
According to Einstein’s equation E= mc2 inertial mass of the
earth equals to total energy of the earth. In theoretical physics,
properties of matter include four basic forces of quantum
mechanics. The earth is a big inertial mass as well as a solid
sphere. The earth with all properties of matter and basic forces
moves around the sun. Again in quantum mechanics
‘Einstein’s main scientific interest was in developing a unified
theory, an attempt to explain both gravity and
electromagnetism in one mathematical package’ (White and
Gribbin, 2005). But Einstein could not succeed in both the
attempts because we know from Schwarzschild solution that
he used Euclidean type of zero tensors in his metric.
The amount of solar energy discharges by the sun
is1.35×103 watt/m2. As a result the mass of the sun decreases
4.5×106 tons per second. Where does go the solar energy? The
sun has axial and orbital movements and as a result the long
range virtual particles discharged from the sun reach the earth
spherically to its three basic short range forces such as
electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear forces lying in the
inertia mass of the earth. ‘Every particle feels the force of
gravity according to its mass or energy’ (Hawking, 1996). So
the long range forces have appeal to the short range forces in
inertia mass of the earth. The long range virtual particles
discharging from the sun induce to the three basic forces of
inertia of mass of the earth and the short range forces sustain
that force and thus results in unified force. The long range
particles spherically interact with the short range three basic
forces lying in the inertia of mass of the earth. The earth with
its vast inertial mass rotates on its own axis and also around
the sun due to spherical attraction of unified force. This
unified force controls the universe. At first, unified force is
formed by four basic forces as well as by the same four
properties of matter (vide: Structure of unified force). In a
nutshell, four types of piloting are necessary to control the
earth and the planets and inertia of mass such as one pilot
remain outside the earth and other three inside. It reminds us
how Apollo 11 in 1969 conquered the moon where Collins
remained outside the moon in the spacecraft and Armstrong
and Aldrin landed on the moon. It is stated here how both the
theories form unified force in elementary level.

3. Where is the Problem
The Greek mathematician Euclid developed geometry
considering the earth as flat and static and his geometry was
the foundation of plane geometry. But the earth is spherical
and it has cyclic movement. ‘Thus Euclidean geometry was no
longer sufficient to describe the universe’ (Strathern, 1997).

But Euclidean geometry is still used for practical purpose.
‘Newton followed the model of Euclid’s Elements which had
long been a basis for the presentation of mathematical
investigation’ (Fauvel, 1988). As a result ‘all the theories of
sciences are formulated on the assumption that space-time is
smooth and nearly flat’ (Hawking, 1996). As the world is
spherical Euclidean geometry can not depict universe properly.
Thus it is important to convert the Euclidean geometry into
spherical geometry or to devise spherical geometry which is
consonance with the spherical motion of the world and by
which unification theory is solved.

4. How to Solve the Problem
Galileo first observes that in vacuum all bodies having
different mass, if dropped from the same height reach the
surface of the earth simultaneously. Galileo shows by
dropping stones of different sizes from the Leaning Tower of
Pisa and Bologna that they come to the ground at the same
time with equal rapidity. Here ‘equal rapidity’ is a deceptive
truth because the real truth is hidden behind. Gravitation
influences upon all bodies proportionate to the quantities of
mass of the bodies directly, not among the bodies themselves.
So it is better to use the phrase ‘proportional rapidity’ instead
of ‘equal rapidity’. Newton without knowing the real cause of
falling bodies he exhibits ‘Guinea and Feather Experiment’.
He further deviated from the real truth by developing laws of
inertia and law of gravitation separately. The world is a single
entity where a single law of motion governs the world. So it
was a great violation in physical law(vide: Galileo and His
Subsequents ).
Einstein without knowing the cause of falling bodies of
Galileo accepted in his principle of equivalence that ‘different
masses fall at the same rate’ (Good, 1974). Einstein proceeds
further in his principle of equivalence that law of inertia and
law of gravitation are equivalent. ‘Experiment has exhibited a
remarkable relationship between gravitation and inertia which
is expressed in the law of equality of gravitational and inertial
mass’ (Born, 1962). In this research it is established that
inertia of mass derives from (gravitation) unified force and
inertia of mass is not equivalent to gravitational mass and it is
a superior to inertia mass. Thus Einstein could not overcome
the classical mechanics. ‘This is why the general theory of
relativity is called a classical theory’ (Hawking, 1993). One
the other hand Einstein observed that space-time is curved and
gravitation curves all motions. Due to the spherical interaction
of gravitation with three basic forces, all motions become
spherical in nature. Thus unification theory establishes unified
force and here is the solution. Einstein desired such a unified
force in his final effort. In this regard more details can be
found in (Tajuddin et al., 2008)

5. Particles Responsible for Unified Force
The four basic forces create unified force by mutual
interactions. It may be called fifth force that controls the
universe. This force has special features and techniques to
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handle the universe. ‘In the current classification, two main
classes of particles are recognized; leptons (electron, muon
and tau particles) which interact either by the electromagnetic
interaction or the weak interaction and have no apparent
internal structure; and hadrons (nucleons, pions etc.) which
interact by the strong interaction and have a complex internal
structure’ (Goldstein, 1999). Generally the particles of lepton
groups become long range and particles of hadrons groups
become short range. It is considered that hadrons group
particles remain in inertia of mass and receive the gravitation.
We see magnetic induction does not happen without magnetic
substance. Gravitation cannot meet inertia of mass unless
there are receivers and short range forces are in inertia of
masses to receive the gravitation. Recently discovered God
particle belongs to lepton groups.

6. Kinds of Properties of Matter
Properties of matter gradually increase its list with the new
inventions of quantum mechanics. Matter has some inbuilt
nature known as property. Properties of matter include basic
forces. These properties are of two kinds as constant and
variable. Inertia of mass is of constant properties and other
properties of matter such as gravitation, electromagnetic,
weak atomic, strong atomic and unified force are variable. The
variable properties control the constant property. The earth
and the planets are inertial mass of constant property
controlled by variable properties of five basic forces.

7. Combination of Unified Force
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forces electromagnetic force is considered as unit 110.
Gravitation is 1040 times and weak atomic force is 1010 times
weaker than the electromagnetic force but strong atomic force
is 102 times and unified force is 103 times stronger than the
electromagnetic force. Thus gravitation is the weakest and
unified force is the strongest of the five basic forces (Goldstein,
1999). Four basic forces help the unified force by their energy
and they become a sharer of the unified force. The ratio of
energy of five basic forces in comparison with
electromagnetic force is shown here in Figure 1.

8. Spherical Motion
Gravitation works in spherical way and it is a new addition
in unification theory. We are to conceive this though
gravitation is a virtual particle. Gravitation has spherical
motion otherwise earth would not move around the sun. It is
like water cycle, wind cycle, vehicles’ movement cyclic,
motor’s movement cyclic, electromagnetic movement cycle
etc. Gravitation has own energy as that of solar energy in high
space controlling planets. Gravitational cycle may supply
energy that may be used in spacecraft and other field as that of
solar energy in different fields. Gravitational motion has
spherical equation as that of Maxwell’s equations (vide:
Spherical motion of Gravitation).

9. Secondly, what is the Trend of Physics
What were the attempts to find out unification theory in
previous days? What was the hindrance in the way? This
attempt may be in vain unless we analyze the trend of physics
and mathematics. It is found that traditional trend of physics
and mathematics are somewhat defective and it is a hindrance
to find out unification theory.

10. Greek Influence

Figure 1. Combination of energy in unified forces

The physicists of quantum mechanics have been trying to
solve the problem of unification of basic forces for the last one
hundred years. ‘Recently, successful attempts have been made
to unify three of the four categories of force’ (Hawking, 1996).
Gravitation as a long range force interacts with three basic
forces that remain inside inertia of mass. When the long range
force interacts with three basic forces lying in the inertia,
unified force is created. Atom has five layers and every layer
contains one type of energy. The layers of atom from upward
to inward are as follows: gravitation, electromagnetic, weak,
strong nuclear and unified force. Comparison with basic

About two and a half century past a wonderful civilization
was flourished in Greece. The Greeks had a wonderful
development in different disciplines. ‘Greek had a belief that
the earth was stationary and that the sun, the moon, the planets
and the stars moved in circular orbit about the earth’ (Hawking,
1996). Greek mathematician Euclid devised Elements
considering the earth as flat and static and his geometry
subsequently developed is appropriate for two and three
dimensional world. In seventeenth century the concept of
earth is changed as it is spherical and has axial and orbital
movement. ‘Thus Euclidean Geometry was no longer
sufficient to describe the universe’ (Strathern, 1997).Gauss
had sketched out the theory of curved surfaces in the form of a
general two-dimensional geometry and Riemann had
extended this doctrine to continuous manifold of any number
of dimensions (Born, 1962). Einstein asserts ‘the geometry of
the real world is actually not Euclidean’ (Born, 1962). Thus
Euclidean geometry hampers the progress of physics and
mathematics. Here spherical geometry is necessary.
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11. Limitation of Galileo and his
Subsequents
Proper idea of gravitation was absent from science at the
time of Galileo. Therefore influence of gravitation was not
incorporated in the laws of falling bodies of Galileo and
simple pendulum. This affects adversely physics afterward.
Galileo mentioned in the first law of falling bodies that in
vacuum all bodies, starting from rest fall with equal rapidity.
Here the phrase ‘equal rapidity’ affects adversely physics and
mathematics. Why do two bodies; one big and one small, fall
with equal rapidity? In physics, it has no proper answer. Does
gravitation attract each body equally irrespective of mass?
Does gravitation attract each body proportionate to the mass
of the body? Firstly, if gravitation attracts equally each body,
masses of all bodies would be equal, but the masses of all
bodies are not equal. Secondly, if gravitation attracts all bodies
proportional to mass of the body, all bodies would fall with
equal rapidity and simultaneously and their masses would
differ from each other. This idea is absolutely right. Galileo
drew the idea of equal rapidity from falling bodies comparing
with one another without considering the influence of
gravitation. Gravitation was not incorporated with falling
bodies. Actually gravitation influences upon all bodies
proportionate to the mass of the bodies and as a result all
bodies fall with equal rapidity. Here it is better to say
‘proportional rapidity’ instead of ‘equal rapidity’. As
gravitation was not incorporated with the laws of falling
bodies and as a result afterward gravitation is omitted from all
laws of motion. In the same way Newton followed Galileo in
his ‘Experiment of Guinea and Feather’ as body falls with
equal rapidity. Newton aggravated the situation developing
laws of inertia and law of gravitation separately. But now a
days it is clear that gravitation influences upon inertial mass.
There would be a common law joining inertial law and
gravitational law together.
In twentieth century Ronald Von Eotvos of Budapest,
Robert Dicke of Princeton university and Igor Braginsky of
Moscow made an attempt to discover the ratio of inertial mass
and gravitational mass but they could not take correct decision
because the elements of their experiments were somewhere
gold and aluminium and somewhere platinum and aluminium
cylinders. These elements were not in consonance with that of
Galileo in Leaning Tower of Pisa. There was a criticism about
those experiments that ‘the mass tested were small and the
possibility remained that heavy objects might behave
differently’ (Calder, 1979). Thus the explanation of equality of
mass was not given correctly. The answer is that body gets
mass from gravitation proportional to the mass of the body and
this is why the gravitational mass and inertial mass are
proportional. But it is not properly explained in physics.
Einstein followed the path of his predecessors in his principle
of equivalence that ‘different masses fall at the same rate’
(Good, 1974). These attempts fail to explain the influence of
gravitation on inertial mass correctly.

12. Einstein’s Law of Gravitation
Einstein framed law of gravitation where a small particle
moves around the sun in empty space. Einstein arranged his
mathematical analysis in traditional way. ‘There are only two
ways of contracting Riemann-Christofell tensor, one way
leads to Ricci tensor while the other way leads to a zero tensor’
(Prakash, 1985). Einstein worked with zero tensor in his
metric and developed zero tensor in empty space. This is
empty space without electromagnetic field and without matter
(Hawking, 2007). In fact, world of empty space was fictitious.
There exists no such world. Greeks first developed linear
equation and afterward Newton arranged equation of empty
space in his third law of motion (F=0). Einstein followed him
in his zero tensor and developed law of gravitation using zero
tensor and commits wrongness. ‘The resultant force on a body
can never be zero and it is always in the form of acceleration’
( Tajuddin and Biswas, 2005). Einstein had an attempt to
nonlinear metrics but he failed. Thus he could not overcome
the classical mechanics though he had consistent thoughts
about the universe. Einstein worked with four dimensions but
he was not aware of what would happen if time is added with
three dimensions of space. He had limitations in special
relativity giving more importance on the speed of light over
gravitation. Even the different concepts of special relativity
such as extension of time, contraction of length, deviation of
space-time, twin paradox etc.were not included in law of
gravitation. As a result law of gravitation has not become a
complete theory. We refer to readers to (Biswas and Haque,
2009; Haque and Biswas, 2010) for more details about special
relativistic mechanics.
Example: Einstein’s law of gravitation in empty space (zero
tensor), R µν = 0
Adding cosmological constant with zero tensor (spherical
tensor), R µν = Λgµν
Einstein’s law of gravitation: R µν - Λgµν R+Λgµν = - 8πTµν
(Prakash, 1985).

13. Schwarzschild Solutions
Schwarzschild discovered the mystery of Einstein’s law of
gravitation in his two solutions. These are exterior and interior
solutions. Schwarzschild drew exterior solution in
non-gravitational field of outside the sphere and interior
solution in gravitational field of inside the sphere. See (Biswas,
2010; Biswas et al., (2008a, 2008b, 2009 and 2011)) for more
detailed discussions on Schwarzschild solution. The examples
of two solutions are:
Exterior solution:
−1

2m 
2m  2


2
2
2
2
2
2
ds 2 = −  1 −
 dr − r d θ − r sin θ d ϕ +  1 −
 dt .
r
r 




Interior solution:
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2m
< 1 i.e.
r1

r12
3
< 1 i.e. r12 <
2
r0
8πρ

2m < r1
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Schwarzschild developed exterior solution adding tensors
of empty space, cosmological constant, spherical polar
coordinate and so on. He also added a new dimension as ‘r’ in
his two solutions which is known as ‘Schwarzschild radius’
(Biswas, 2007) that means r = o which expresses zero tensor.
Schwarzschild developed exterior solution from linear to
spherical where 2m/r represents the boundary of the isolated
particle whose radius must be greater than 2m (Prakash, 1985)
and dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2sin2θdφ2 = polar coordinate, 2m/r where ‘r’
means radius and 2m means boundary but 2m <1. In empty
space how can r control 2m without the force of gravitation?
Thus it is an absurd idea. Whatsoever, Schwarzschild develops
spherical coordinates in his exterior solution adding ‘dt’ as
fourth dimension that creates spherical motion and measures
the advance of perihelion of mercury. Schwarzschild also
shows in interior solution that (1 >2m/r & 2m< r). Here the
concept (1>2m/r) is taken from special relativity and it is a
Newtonian idea. If (1 >2m/r), how (2m/r) controls the
universe. Unification theory applies (r> 2m>1) where unified
force controls the universe more speed of light. Here
1=motion of light, r= radius and m= mass.

14. Mathematical Analysis
14.1. Spherical Geometry
Here it is not possible to discuss the whole gamut of
mathematics but to know how to change the linear geometry to
spherical geometry. As discussed earlier that spherical
geometry is necessary. Actually all dimensional geometry is
included in spherical geometry. Geometry describes hundreds
of laws of nature. Thus spherical geometry in the form of
unification theory describes all the laws of the universe.
Riemann successively developed three dimensional geometry
and also spherical geometry. But it’s a matter of regret that the
prospect of Riemann was not understood by mathematicians
of his age and even by present age. Contemporary
mathematician comments about Riemann that ‘Riemannian
curvature is equal to the Gaussian curvature’ (Synge and
Schild, 1969). It is miserable. N-dimensions of geometry have
immense possibility. When fixed numbers are added with each
Cartesian co-ordinates (x, y, z) and it becomes N-dimension
co-ordinates. When time is added with spherical co-ordinates,
it gets spherical motion. This spherical motion stands to single
dimension. This metric is known as line element which is used
in spherical geometry. Hawking says, ‘Thanks to Riemann’s
investigation of N-dimensional metrical spaces’ (Hawking,
2007). Riemann drew line element from Pythagorean law of
right angled triangle where (hypotenuse)2 is equal to (base)2 +
(perpendicular)2. Example of three dimensional line element,
ds2 = dx2 +dy2 +dz2. Adding time with N- dimension stands
to single dimension is shown here as (i, j, k=1,2,3,4 ) in Figure
2.
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Figure 2. N-dimensions stand to single dimension.

Spherical geometry of single dimension may be developed
in four ways. Riemann transformed three dimensional
Cartesian co-ordinates (x, y, z) into two types of spherical
co-ordinates. One is N-dimensional metrical coordinates and
the other is polar spherical co-ordinates (r, θ, φ).
Examples:
1) N-dimensional spherical tensor: ds2 = gijk dxi dxj dxk ( i , j,
k = 1,2,3)
2) Polar spherical tensor:
ds 2 = dr 2 + r 2 dθ 2 + r 2 sin 2 θ d ϕ 2

3) Einstein developed tensor of four dimensions joining one
of time with three of space. Perhaps Einstein did it without his
knowing mind because he was not aware of that if time is
added with space-time, it would revolve. His tensor was also
defective as he used zero tensor in his metric (vide: Einstein’s
law of gravitation).
Example: Einstein’s four dimensional metric: ds2 = -dx2-dy2
–dz2 +c2 dt2
4) The first author claimed to develop spherical tensor of
single dimension as line element for unified force. Here
gravitation interacts upon three basic forces lying in the inertia
of mass of the earth and unified force is formed and it works
cyclic way. It has supremacy over three spherical coordinates.
Here r means radius and 2πr means boundary of the unified
force (vide: Equation of unified force).
Example, Line element of unified law: ds2 ∝ 2πr.
Finally each geometry merges with spherical geometry that
helps to build unification theory that describes all physical
laws of the universe.
14.2. Spherical Motion of Gravitation
As mentioned earlier unified force is related to gravitation.
Gravitation works in spherical way like water cycle, air cycle,
electromagnetic cycle etc. Without gravitational spherical
movement planets would not move and universe will not work.
It creates gravitational energy in high space controlling the
planets. We get energy from electron so it is the case of
gravitational particle. Spacecraft may work in high space
depending upon gravitational energy. It has same spherical
equation as that of Maxwell’s equations. Here fifth equation is
added with four equations of Maxwell. But the formula of the
equation would be spherical. The equations are as follows:
First equation: ∇ .E ═ ρ/є0
Second equation: ∇ . B═ 0
Third equation: ∇ × E + ∂B / ∂t ═ 0
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Fourth equation: ∇ ×B- є0µ0 ∂E/ ∂t ═ µJ
Fifth equation: ∇ × ds2 ∝ 2πr
Here, J is the current density and ρ is the charge density.
The ∂ is analogous in some ways to the d and ∂B/∂t is called
the partial derivatives of B with respect to t. The equation
∇ .E is called the divergence of E and ∇ × E is the curl of E.
∇ × ds2 is the cyclic order of the electric field. Nabla ∇ is the
operator.
The significance of Maxwell’s equation is as follows: The
first equation is Gauss’s law which follows from Coulomb’s
law. It says that electrical lines of force begins or ends on
electrical charges (ρ). The second equation, which is
analogous to the first, contains the experimental fact that there
are no magnetic charges; consequently, magnetic lines of force
have no beginning or ending, but instead form closed loops.
The third equation is Faraday’s law of induction, equivalent to
the flux rule. A changing magnetic flux produces an electric
field. The fourth equation states, analogously, that a changing
flux of electrical lines of force produces a magnetic field, and
also that a flow of electrical charges ( J ) produces a magnetic
field (Good, 1974) and they work in cyclic way. The fifth
equation over all proves that magnetic field propagates in
cyclic way all over the world.

14.3. Structure of Unified Force
At first, four basic forces of quantum mechanics form
unified force which may be called four in one or force of
single dimension and simultaneously four properties of matter
such as radius of circle, mass of the body, cyclic frequency and
time join the unified force and make it workable. Thus five
forces make unified force.
14.4. Equation of Unified Force
Unified force is used in two ways in two names such as in
the form of gravitational attraction in high space and in the
form of inertial force in the surface of the earth and air. The
planets are attracted by unified force and vehicles are drawn
by inertial force. Unified force itself is a spherical force.
Unified equation of five forces makes line element. It has
somewhat similarity with exterior solution of Schwarzschild.
Comparison of exterior solution with unified law is shown as
(dr2+r2dθ2+ r2sin2 θdφ2 = 2π r means boundary of the unified
force, r means radius that controls the boundary and t = time).
Example of unified law:

14.5. Meaning of Unified Force

14.6. Comparison of Unified Equation

The idea of equation is taken from Radian of Trigonometry
where circumference = 2πr (circumference /diameter =π, or,
circumference = πd = 2πr). Here the concept 2πr represents
the boundary of the unified force whose radius ‘r’ controls the
boundary. In the formula, 2πr means unified force and ‘r’
means radius that controls unified force spherically. Inertial
and gravitational mass both are considered as constant
because inertia derives from a gravitation which is a constant
force. Example: how five forces work united shown in figure
3.

In comparative equation, motion in gravitational field is
compared with that of non-gravitational field. Here a motion
in gravitational field moves 2πr (circumference) in a circle
within a fixed time, that motion in non-gravitational field
moves equivalent to 2r (diameter) of that circle. The motion is
linear and uniform in non-gravitational field but that of in
gravitational field is spherical and accelerated. Newtonian
laws of motion are linear and uniform but unified motion is
spherical and accelerated. This comparison is shown in Figure
4.

Figure 3. Reaction of five properties of matter.

Figure 4. Comparison between linear and spherical motion in a circle.
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14.7. Explanation of Unified Forces

in the formula ( ds2 ∝ 2πr) of unified force.

At first four basic forces form unified force through
interaction and at the same time four properties of matter such
as radius of the circle, mass of the body, cyclic force and time
join unified force. Here reaction is greater than action because
unified force works in cyclic way. Suppose a vehicle on earth
and a planet in high space use unified force respectively.

14.9.3. Cyclic Frequency
Unified force moves the body spherical way. A vehicle
rotates on wheel several times before resuming full motion
which is known as cyclic motion or spherical motion. After
cyclic motion body gets uniform motion. Suppose, a vehicle
moving 8 times gets full motion. This 8 time movements are
known as cyclic motion. Mathematical analysis would be
2πr 8 = 16πr.

14.8. Principle of Unified Force
Unification theory has its own philosophy. In gravitational
field all bodies remain in the form of balance or round shape
such as stars, planets, globe etc. As a result body moves by
less force rather than classical force. This is the way buses,
trains and vehicles move by less force on wheels. Whatever
force is applied here, it would move the body once and extra
force would supply by cyclic frequency. Thus the applied
force would be considered as constant. The logic is that inertia
mass derives from gravitational mass if gravitational force is
constant, inertia force would be constant. Schwarzschild in his
exterior solution exhibits mass and gravitation both as
constant. If more force is applied more advantages will not be
added with reaction because the cyclic frequency is there for
supplying additional force. Gravitation influences inertia mass
on the earth in two ways that is, gravitation static body stands
to mass and moving body stands to acceleration (Tajuddin et
al., 2007 and 2008). How a round body moves easily in a
cyclic way is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A round body moves easily in cyclic way.

In classical physics of non-gravitational field, one body acts
upon other in the form of proportion of their masses. Suppose,
a body of 40 grams acts upon another body of 10 grams, the
reaction would be 4 cm/ second2.
14.9. Four Properties of Matter
14.9.1 Mass of the Body
Mass of the body is a factor. In physics it is known as applied
force. Massive body The planets move around the sun in
sequence of distance due to their density requires more force.
of mass. It goes with the Law of inertia by Newton.
14.9.2. Radius
A straight line from centre to any point on circumference in
a circle is known as radius or Schwarzschild radius.
Schwarzschild introduces the idea of radius in his solution.
Radius controls unified force. Importance of radius is shown

14.9.4. Time
Motion is always counted in respect of time. Time is always
involved with motion. Time is counted as how many times.
Here t is used as time (Tajuddin, 2014 ).

15. Useable Equation
Example: 40 dine of force acts 8 seconds upon 10 gm of
body, how much distance the second body will move?
(According to unified force all bodies are round shape or
balanced. Suppose: bus, train, vehicle etc. move on wheels
that has radius, cyclic frequency etc. Here the radius of the
body is 2 cm. and starting period (cyclic frequency) 4 times).
Solution:
According to unified law
ds2 ∝ p .2πr .cf . t
= inertial force. unified force. radius. cyclic frequency &
time
= 1 . 2πr .4 . 8
= 1.2. 22/7.2 .4. 8
= 201.15 cm
Here
P = inertia force /gravitational force.
2πr= boundary of unified of force.
r = radius (2 cm).
c f = cyclic frequency (4 time)
t = time (8 seconds)
ds2 = ?
According to unified force, body will go 201.15 cm. and in
classical mechanics it will go 128 cm only. (s= ut + ½ft2 = 0.8
+ ½.4. (8)2 =128 cm.).

16. Conclusions
Unification theory has immense importance. Basic forces
form unified force through interaction among themselves and
properties of matter make it more workable. It has become the
fifth basic force and the most powerful force that controls the
universe. The great sayings of Hawking regarding unification
theory is ‘a complete unified theory that will describe every
thing in the universe’ have been proved. This force has some
innovative ideas and techniques that have been discussed here.
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